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Terrigenic He release and changes in the He isotope ratio 

in response to tectonic activity is well known [1,2,3]. 
However, the very local nature of the He release from the 
solid earth [4,5,6,7] implies that every system considered has 
to be addressed as a single and unique entity. Only such case-
specific assessment allows to infer possible links between 
geochemistry and seismic events. 

Lake Van (Turkey) is one of the largest terminal lakes and 
the largest soda lake on Earth. The lake basin is situated in a 
tectonically active region characterized by the presence of 
major faults and volcanoes and is known to accumulate mantle 
fluids [7,8,9]. The societal vulnerability of the area to seismic 
hazards was dramatically documented by the occurrence of the 
devastating earthquake of magnitude 7.2 close to the city of 
Van on Oct. 23rd 2011. This unfortunate and tragic event 
offers a unique opportunity to study the related emission of 
fluids from the solid earth. Our research in Lake Van during 
the last two decades [7,8,9,10] sets a solid experimental basis 
for understanding possible changes in the noble gas isotope 
composition in the water column induced by such a major 
earthquake. 

In this work we present the noble-gas concentrations of 
water samples from Lake Van acquired before and after the 
earthquake. We compare the new data to our previous 
measurements and we evaluate the potential of noble gas 
analysis as geochemical proxy for tectonic activity. 
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Surface and subsurface soil from the bitumen environment 

of Ondo state was characterized for mineralogy, geochemistry 
and trace element mobility. Physical, mineralogy and 
geochemical properties of the soil samples was obtained using 
standard techniques. The soil in the study area is acidic with 
low cation exchange capacity. The majority of trace elements 
reside in residue phase. Hence, trace elements are relatively 
low mobile. They are therefore of little or no risk to ecosystem 
health. Major oxides are silica, iron oxide and alumina. 
Quartz, feldspar and kaolinite are dominant mineral 
constituting more than 99%. 


